Acharya Nagarjuna University
MOOCs

Guidelines for Registration:

1. Go to ANU MOOCs website (Link: http://moocs.anuonline.ac.in/)

2. You need to register on site before applying for MOOCs. **Student Registration** option is provided on the top right corner of the web page. Click on **Student Registration**.

3. A student registration form will open. Fill in all the required details. Compulsory fields are marked with a star (*). Do not forget to attach your passport size photo & identity proof.
4. Once you are done with filling of details, click on Register button present at the bottom of the registration form.

Certification Fee

If the learner desires to get ANU authentic certificate, the domestic learner needs to pay Rs. 500 online. International learner needs to pay $20 online.

Register

5. Once you click on Register, a “Thank you” message will be displayed. This indicates successful student registration for ANU MOOCs. You can see the login credentials generated for you. You can use the login credentials to access the learning portal of ANU MOOCs.

Dear XXXXXX

Greetings from ANU ICT Enabled Programs – MOOCs! (Massive Open Online Courses)
Thank you for registering for ANU MOOCs.
Your Registration No. for ANU MOOC is
Click on this Link to login to the Learning Portal – [lmsmoocs.anuonline.ac.in](lmsmoocs.anuonline.ac.in)

You can login to the learning portal with the credentials mentioned below:

- Username - xxxxxx.xx@xxxx.com
- Password - xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Login details will also be forwarded to your registered email-id. (Please provide your correct email id in the STUDENT REGISTRATION FORM)

6. You can go to ANU MOOCs learning portal by clicking on the link ([lmsmoocs.anuonline.ac.in](lmsmoocs.anuonline.ac.in))
Guidelines for enrolling for MOOC:

1. Go to ANU MOOCs Learning Portal (http://lmsmoocs.anuonline.ac.in/).

2. Click on Log in option provided on the top right corner of the web page.

3. It will take you to the login page. Log in using the login credentials provided to you during registration.
4. Dashboard of ANU MOOCs Learning Portal will be displayed. You can see **Steps to Enroll in a Course** on right hand side. You can use these steps to enroll for any course.

5. To get enrolled in a course, click on the respective course in the list provided on the Left hand side under **Courses**. You can see list of all courses by clicking on **All Courses** option.

6. Since you are not already enrolled in the Course, it will ask for enrollment. Click on **Enroll Me** if you want to enroll.

7. After clicking on **Enroll Me**, you will be enrolled in the course and can see the course page.
Traversing through MOOC Course

1. Every Course starts with brief introduction about the subject area. You can go through the syllabus that gives highlights of learning objectives covered in the course.

   ![Syllabus - Financial Accounting](image)

   Financial Accounting is a profession that involves partnering in management decision making, devising planning and performance management systems, and providing expertise in financial reporting and control to assist management in the formulation and implementation of an organization's strategy.

2. Every unit has textual notes and videos adhering to the learning objectives. Additional reference notes are provided in order to get extra knowledge about the subject area. Every unit ends with Chapter End Quiz. Chapter End Quiz is provided for students in order to test knowledge of the subject area.

   ![Unit I - Introduction to Accounting](image)

   Learning Objectives:
   - Lesson 1 - Need for Accounting - Definition and scope of accounting
   - Lesson 2 - Concept – Importance and scope

   ![Textual Notes - Lesson 1](image)
   ![Textual Notes - Lesson 2](image)
   ![Video 1 - Introduction to Accounting](image)
   ![Video 2 - Introduction to Accounting](image)
   ![Additional Reference Notes - Unit 1](image)
   ![Chapter End Quiz](image)
3. Details about Resource Person are given on right hand side on course page.

About the Resource Person

Compiled by Faculty of Department of Commerce & Management, Acharya Nagarjuna University and Presented by “Mr. Vijay Joshi, Mr. Sameer Dave, Mr. Ajay Gohi and Ms. Naina Gaud”

4. The calendar displays site, course, group and or user events in addition to assignment and quiz deadlines and other course events.

Calendar

Events key
- Hide global events
- Hide course events
- Hide group events
- Hide user events

5. You can go to any of the units by clicking on link in Navigation block.

Navigation

Dashboard
- Site home
- Site pages
  - Current course
    - Financial Accounting
      - Participants
      - Badges
      - Certification Fees
      - Unit I - Introduction to Accounting
      - Unit II - Journal and Ledger
      - Unit III - Income Statement and Balance Sheet
6. You can also go to any of the sections by clicking on section number in Section Links block.

7. Level Up! Plugin displays your progress in the course.

8. Once you finish with studying all the units, you can take a Mock Test. Mock Test is provided to you for practice and for gaining confidence before appearing for Course Completion Quiz.

9. Once you are confident enough about the subject, you can take Course Completion Quiz. Final Grades will be awarded based on your performance in Course Completion Quiz.
10. **Course Completion Certificate** will be available only if you apply for ANU authentic certificate. If you want certificate you need to pay certification fee by clicking on payment link provided.

**Certification Fees**

If you want the ANU authentic certificate, the domestic learner needs to pay Rs. 500 & international learner needs to pay $20 online. 
*Please click here to pay*

11. Once you pay certification fees and get passed in the Course Completion Quiz, certificate will be awarded to you via email / learning portal.

Happy Learning!!